
Spaced Out! Script

The setting: Gates Elementary in Wakapento, Ohio
Time: Friday during the day and the meetup is the same night Year: 2018
Characters: 1 Female that 100% follows the rules, 2 Male that does not like rules, 3 introvert
friend that doesn’t really talk, 4 that wants adventure in their lives, main office lady, teacher,
Museum FDL, Spaceship assistant
Set: Lockers, main office, Museum, classroom, spaceship, moon

Scene 1

(4 friends are waiting around the lockers for a friend.)

2: I am so happy it is Friday! I don’t know how much more math I can take!

1: What are you talking about? You are basically the math wizard!

2: That doesn’t mean I want to do it EVERY SINGLE DAY FOR THE REST OF MY LIFE!!!

4: What are you even excited about? There is nothing to do!

2: That is so not true! I am going straight home and playing Universal Race Off while eating

burritos until I throw up.

4: Well I feel like there is nothing to do anymore. We have done every activity known to man!

1: That is so not true.

4: Yes it is! We’ve been swimming, biking, to the movies, we’ve played every card game, video

game, you name it! I want to go explore! I want to go discover the world!...the Galaxy!...The

UNIVERSE!

1: Woah there 4… caaaalm down. We’re 9… besides we would have to be billionaires in order

to do all of that stuff.

4: Well I am sick of it! I NEED the adventure! I CALL UPON THE POWER OF THE UNIVERSE

TO HELP ME!!

(4 opens his locker. Suddenly there is a very sticky smell. All gag)

1: Looks like the power of the universe said no.

2: Sorry buddy. It looks like all that is left for us is video games and unlimited burritos.



1: You changed that day you won the free burritos for a year at Burrito Planet.

2: What can I say? I love burritos more than I love Fridays!

Scene 2:

(4 approaches main office desk)

4: Hello… sorry to bother but I need a new locker. Mine turned into a stink box.

OL: a stink box?.

4: I don’t know… I opened it and suddenly it smelled like rotten cheese feet. It was way too

smelly to see what it was and have no idea how it got there.

OL: Well…. Unfortunately the only locker we have left is 14 which has a broken door. So it’s

either the broken locker or the stinky cheese feet!

4: Welp… it can’t get any better than this.. I'll take the broken one.

(OL hands 4 a lock with a piece of paper)

Scene 3:

4: Alright locker 14… Here it is.

(4 opens the door and the top handle falls off. 4 sighs. He freezes as he puts his back bag in the

locker)

4: huh. What is this? It looks like someone tried covering something up with the locker paint. I

wonder… (grabs scissors from a pencil bag and scrapes the paint off. He starts to walk to class)

4: Hey guys look at this!

2: At what? It looks like someone put together a little book. With random riddles.

1: Let me see… What does the first page say?

Hello,



If you find yourself holding this little booklet it is because the Universe picked you for this

next exploration! Solve these riddles to help you experience things beyond this world!

2: huh… it looks like someone was bored.

4: What, you don’t think this is real?

2: Oh come on you found it in a broken locker at a school it makes sense to find odd things in

lockers. Just this morning you had a stink bomb in your old one.

4: Yeah, but this time it feels different. Like I was meant to find it… and there’s only one riddle:

“Quite the collection. Many stories and different years. Some have touched space

beyond this earth.”

2: what.

1: Is it talking about a collection of stories? From different years? How can they touch

space?

4: Maybe it's talking about a collection that has touched space. Who would have that?

3: Most likely a museum.

4: That’s it 3! A museum would have a collection with different stories from different years

and outer space!

1: The Armstrong Air and Space Museum! It’s not that far from here!

4: Should we go there?

2: For what? It’s only a riddle! The book isn’t even finished!

Teacher: Good morning students! Eyes on me!

All: Eyes on you! 4: Well maybe we will find something else in there.

Teacher: 4 Eyes on me!

4: Sorry.

Teacher: Alright class let’s begin with our wonderful 7 Habits. (All join) Habit 1 Be Pr….

2: You are going to waste your time. I can’t believe you guys are falling for it.



4: You don’t have to join us, you know.

Teacher: 4!

4: Yeah!

(Teacher signals student to pay attention)

Teacher: Habit 3 Put first things first (getting quieter)

Scene 3:

4: Here we are. The Armstrong Air and Space Museum.

(1 and 3 run up to 4)

1: Hey 4 wait up!

4: Hey! You guys showed up!

1: Yeah! I had nothing to do and am a little curious, and 3 saw me pass by and tagged

along!

3: mmhm!

4: Nice! Well, let’s go!

FDL: Good afternoon! How many tickets?

1: 3 please! (exchange of tickets. Grabs pamphlets) Thank you!

(The kids walk into the museum and look around confused as to what to look for)

1: What are we supposed to look for exactly?

4: Not sure. It doesn’t say anything else in the little book, only that one little riddle. See?

(Hands it to 3)

1: I guess the only thing left to do is explore. Where should we go first?

3: “Before you sit back and enjoy the show, grab some popcorn on the way. Lean back and

enjoy the stars.”

4: What? (3 hands the book to 4).



1: Huh. Do they have movies here? (Checks pamphlet) Seems like they are showing a film

about Apollo 11 in 3 minutes. I bet we’ll see stars. Should we go?

4: I don’t see why not. Let’s do it.

Scene 4:

The three of them walk into an empty theater and sit right in the middle.

1: Seems like no one else wants to see this with us. Oh well.

4: Look! There’s another riddle! “Welcome to the beginning of your adventure. To begin your

journey you will need to sing to the stars. Sing and wonder what the twinkles are.”

Alright… So sing what exactly?

1: Not sure. It does sound familiar for some reason.

3: I’m guessing “Twinkle twinkle little star… (the rest join)

(cue Blast Off)

Scene 5:

4: What happened to burritos and video games 2?

2: Oh they’re still important. I just needed a break! Plus I got some for all of us!

1:Y'all we are in outer space! OUTER SPACE! How did this happen!!

4: Not sure, but I think we are going to be okay.

1: HOW DO YOU KNOW!!??

4: look…

(in comes a robot person)

RP: Welcome my friends to our personal spaceship to the solar system! My name is Pam

and I will be your tour guide for this evening. We will be enjoying a variety of planets and



meteors as well as the star that helps you grow food and the light that helps you see in the

dark. If you are prone to nausea I suggest our colorful variations of throw up bags.

4: Um hi there Pam. How are we here exactly ?

Pam: Not sure! I was born about 4 minutes ago and am programmed to be your tour guide

for this evening. All of the information in my program consists of space facts and first aid.

OH! And this big red button in case of emergencies! It automatically takes you back to your

own earth and will shut down the whole program.

1: Good to know. Well shall we begin?

All: yeah!

Pam: Very well! Please take your seats!

2: Honestly I think we can do this on our own. I am an awesome explorer and had a couple

of practices flying spaceships.

1: 2 Those were video games. This is no time for playing around and getting us hurt. We

need to follow the directions 100% because anything can go wrong! Plus I’m sure there is a

set schedule we need to follow.

2: What is the big deal? We have the giant button! Why do you always have to ruin the fun

with your rules and schedules?

1: I’m not ruining anything, I am trying to keep us safe and on time!

4: Hey! Can we calm down please? I am trying to see the solar system if you don’t mind!

1: No way! I am not going anywhere with 2. She will just boss us around and make sure

we’re always 100!

2: Well I am not going with 1! He doesn’t even help with anything! Why is he even here?

4: Hey! We all bring something to the table. That is why we’re friends. It does not matter if

we love the rules or ignore them, we always help each other out. I’m sure we can come into

an agreement.



Pam: If you don’t mind me interrupting I would love to show you our first stop. I think I can

help a little with this problem if you’d please take your seats.

(Cue We’re as Different as Day and Night)

Scene 6:

1: Thank you Pam. This song was really nice and it was so cool to see the sun and the

moon work together even if they are very different. 2 I’m sorry for what I said, I just got

nervous.

2: I am sorry for making you nervous. I need to think about my friends instead of just what I

want. Let’s have an awesome adventure together!

Pam: Wonderful! Our next stop is going to rock your mind!! Welcome to our Solar Systems

Meteor Shower!

(Cue Meteor Shower)

Scene 7:

4: Wow! What a ride! It was so cool having to dodge all the comets, asteroids, and

meteoroids!

1: We are definitely watching a meteor shower when we get back home! We’ll get to see

them far away after seeing them real close!

2: What do we get to see next Pam?

Pam: Join me for an adventure that will take us far from the earth. Introducing the planets!

(cue The Planets)

Scene 8:



1: Who would have thought that a couple of random kids would get an adventure like this. I

wonder what made the universe pick us?

3: Maybe it was random, and our job is to just enjoy it.

4: I just would never have thought to see literally space.

2: Ha no one is going to believe us back home!

Pam: And we are pretty far away from it! This will be our last stop! Go ahead and look out

the window. Notice the beautiful Milky Way!

All: WOAAAAH

(cue The Milky Way Rap)

Scene 9:

Pam: Buckle up everyone it is time to speed on home!

(4 looks upset sitting in his chair when 3 approaches)

3: Hey 4 how are you feeling?

4: Happy for this opportunity but more sad because I feel like I will never get an opportunity

like this. This is the adventure I was talking about! I am not ready to go back home.

3: I understand how you feel. This is a once in a lifetime thing, but it is also not impossible.

We don’t know the future because we are making the future as we go. We are in control of

what adventures to take. Just like we made the choice today to follow this random little

book. You have the power to create those adventures, but it does not come easy like this

one. It takes work and it makes it more rewarding that way as well. We also have to

remember that we are only kids once and our time will come. It just takes one small step at

a time.

4: You’re a good friend 3.

(4 notices something appears on the small book.)



4: This barcode was not here before. What could it be for?

3: Hey Pam, could you scan this really quick?

Pam: Ok! Let’s see…. Hey! There is another stop left to go! OOOO this one looks

awesome!

1: What is it?

Pam: We are landing on the moon!

All: WHAT!?

Pam: Yes! Isn’t that awesome! Oh here it comes! HoLD OOONNN!!!

(They all break for the stop of the spaceship)

Pam: Here it is! The moon!

(All look out the window) Wooooooow!!!

(Pam is holding helmets)

Pam: Are you all ready?

2: WE GET TO STEP ON THE MOON!!??

Pam: YES!!! But! Before we do I have been instructed to tell you to look one more time in

that little book.

4: “Thank you for finding my little book and being courageous to go on a fantastic

adventure. When I first stepped on the moon I could not believe it. It was the most magical

view, and I hope you enjoy it too.”

1: Who is it from?

4: It doesn’t say, but I am ready to take my first step on the moon.

Pam: Alright everyone. Here it is… Welcome to the moon!

(Cue: One Small Step)

During One Small Step Neil Armstrong will walk in.



Scene 10:

4: (standing in front of the class doing a presentation) “being on the moon was phenomenal

and the best experience ever! All thanks to this little book created by the one and only Neil

Armstrong!”

Teacher: Thank you for the story 4. Let me just remind you that this was supposed to be

about a real life experience, but I like your creativity so much that we can make it work.

Thank you class for your wonderful presentations today, and I hope you have a lovely

weekend!

(the group gathers around 4)

1: I told you she wouldn’t believe you.

4: That’s okay. I know you guys do. It was truly an awesome experience.

3: And now an awesome memory.

2: What are you going to do with the book 4?

4: Not sure. Maybe leave it in the library for someone else to find. Who knows how many

magical books are lying around to take you on a great adventure.

1: Does that mean we are going book hunting?

4: Maybe later. This Friday I just want to be with my friends riding our bikes and eating

burritos.

2: Yeeeeessssssssssssssssss

End of Play


